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Mikhail Bakunin: I am a fanatic lover of liberty, considering it as the unique condition under
which intelligence, dignity and human happiness can develop and grow; not the purely formal
liberty conceded, measured out and regulated by the State, an eternal lie which in reality
represents nothing more than the privilege of some founded on the slavery of the rest; not the
individualistic, egoistic, shabby, and fictitious liberty extolled by the School of J.-J. Rousseau
and other schools of bourgeois liberalism, which considers the would-be rights of all men,
represented by the State which limits the rights of each---an idea that leads inevitably to the
reduction of the rights of each to zero. No, I mean the only kind of liberty that is worthy of the
name, liberty that consists in the full development of all the material, intellectual and moral
powers that are latent in each person; liberty that recognizes no restrictions other than those
determined by the laws of our own individual nature, which cannot properly be regarded as
restrictions since these laws are not imposed by any outside legislator beside or above us, but
are immanent and inherent, forming the very basis of our material, intellectual and moral
being---they do not limit us but are the real and immediate conditions of our freedom.



Noam Chomsky: Rudolf Rocker describes modern anarchism as "the confluence of the two
great currents which during and since the French revolution have found such characteristic
expression in the intellectual life of Europe: Socialism and Liberalism." The classical liberal
ideals, he argues, were wrecked on the realities of capitalist economic forms. Anarchism is
necessarily anticapitalist in that it "opposes the exploitation of man by man." But anarchism also
opposes "the dominion of man over man." It insists that "socialism will be free or it will not be at
all. In its recognition of this lies the genuine and profound justification for the existence of
anarchism."[14] From this point of view, anarchism may be regarded as the libertarian wing of
socialism. It is in this spirit that Daniel Guérin has approached the study of anarchism in
Anarchism and other works.[15] Guérin quotes Adolph Fischer, who said that "every anarchist is
a socialist but not every socialist is necessarily an anarchist." Similarly Bakunin, in his "anarchist
manifesto" of 1865, the program of his projected international revolutionary fraternity, laid down
the principle that each member must be, to begin with, a socialist.
A consistent anarchist must oppose private ownership of the means of production and the wage
slavery which is a component of this system, as incompatible with the principle that labor must
be freely undertaken and under the control of the producer. As Marx put it, socialists look
forward to a society in which labor will "become not only a means of life, but also the highest
want in life,"[16] an impossibility when the worker is driven by external authority or need rather
than inner impulse: "no form of wage-labor, even though one may be less obnoxious that
another, can do away with the misery of wage-labor itself."
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Diane di Prima
from Revolutionary Letters #8

NO ONE WAY WORKS, it will take all of us
shoving at the thing from all sides
to bring it down.

Interview 9/22/92
Joseph Matheny: It seems to me that rebellion itself has become a commodity, the media has co
opted rebellions like rock-n-roll, Dada, Surrealism, poetry, the rebel figure. Do you feel that this
cooption has succeeded in making rebellion somewhat ineffectual?
Diane Di Prima: No. What your seeing is an old problem in the arts. Everything is always co
opted, and as soon as possible. As Cocteau used to talk about,you have to be a kind of acrobat
or a tightrope walker. Stay 3 jumps ahead of what they can figure out about what your doing, so
by the time the media figures out that your writing, say, women and wolves, your on to finishing
your Alchemical poems or something. It's not just a point of view of rebellion or outdoing them,
or anything like that. It's more a point of view of how long can you stay with one thing. Where do
you want to go? You don't want to do anything you already know or that you've already figured
out. So it comes naturally to the artist to keep making those jumps, that is ,if they don't fall into
the old"jeez, I still don't own a microwave" programs.
Joseph Matheny: Reminds me of a story about Aldous Huxley. When asked if he had read all
the books in his quite impressive library he replied, "God no! Who would want a library full of
books that they had already read?"
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McKenzie Wark:
As the horizon closes, perhaps the comrades who carry on in solidarity with the historic
avant-gardes no longer see ourselves as disrupting, subverting, or rebelling, as those are now
the slogans of the ruling class. Maybe our work is quite the opposite, a matter of creating zones
of a certain consistency, endurance, commonality. Maybe in this pure war world we are the
conscientious objectors.



McKenzie Wark:
The avant-gardes took their pattern from the Communist Manifesto. They were not clandestine
but public groups. Marinetti announced the Futurist program in a front page ad in the
newspaper. The key medium of all avant-gardes is the media of their time. Dada used access to
the postal system of warring nations from neutral Switzerland. They all lived in public at a time
when the private life was the great bourgeois achievement.
But these are not those times. The avant-garde today might occupy its media in a quite different
way. Debord and Becker-Ho saw it coming: the need for a more discreet mode. The devil’s
party, occasionally present, but never as itself. It is time for an opaque, even obfuscating
avant-garde.

McKenzie Wark:
What exactly is the avant-garde in advance of? The commodity form. The avant-garde makes
negative commodities: “this act obviously offers the most mysterious type of fetish: a commodity
for which no recognized demand exists.” As such, the avant-garde touches the real limit of
commodity form, if only for a moment.
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Friedrich Nietzsche
Preface  to The Will To Power (Nov. 1887-March 1888)

1
Of what is great one must either be silent or speak with greatness. With
greatness--that means cynically and with innocence.
2
What I relate is the history of the next two centuries. I describe what
is coming, what can no longer come differently: the advent of nihilism.
This history can be related even now; for necessity itself is at work
here. This future speaks even now in a hundred signs, this destiny
announces itself everywhere; for this music of the future all ears are
cocked even now. For some time now, our whole European culture has been
moving as toward a catastrophe, with a tortured tension that is growing
from decade to decade: restlessly, violently, headlong, like a river
that wants to reach the end, that no longer reflects, that is afraid to
reflect.
3
He that speaks here, conversely, has done nothing so far but reflect: a
philosopher and solitary by instinct, who has found his advantage in
standing aside and outside, in patience, in procrastination, in staying
behind; as a spirit of daring and experiment that has already lost its
way once in every labyrinth of the future; as a soothsayer-bird spirit
who looks back when relating what will come; as the first perfect



nihilist of Europe who, however, has even now lived through the whole of
nihilism, to the end, leaving it behind, outside himself.
4
For one should make no mistake about the meaning of the title that this
gospel of the future wants to bear. "The Will to Power: Attempt at a
Revaluation of All Values"--in this formulation a countermovement finds
expression, regarding both principle and task; a movement that in some
future will take the place of this perfect nihilism--but presupposes it,
logically and psychologically, and certainly can come only after and out
of it. For why has the advent of nihilism become necessary? Because the
values we have had hitherto thus draw their final consequence; because
nihilism represents the ultimate logical conclusion of our great values
and ideals--because we must experience nihilism before we can find out
what value these "values" really had.--We require, sometime, new values.

11.03.2014
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Chris Bidle

Nov 2 (2 days ago)
to me
Helping host a free jazz int radio show now till 2p pst. BFF.fm
Suggestions?

Chris B

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Nov 2 (2 days ago)
to Chris
jack wright
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=jack+wright+sax

paul flaherty/chris corsano (the hated music)
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=paul+flaherty+chris+corsano

derek bailey
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=derek+bailey

tony oxley
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=tony+oxley

frank wright
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=frank+wright+jazz

noah howard
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=noah+howard+black+ark

peter kowald
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=peter+kowald+duets
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black artists group (paris)
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=black+artists+group+paris

baikida carroll (spoken word)
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=baikida+carroll+spoken+word

muhal richard abrams
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=muhal+richard+abrams

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Nov 2 (2 days ago)
to Chris
anything you could use in that utterly arbitrary "top ten" i sent earlier?

Chris Bidle

10:49 AM (4 hours ago)
to me
Yes

We used a baikida & muhal piece and a Noah piece. Show was lots of fun. Big hit  was Machine
gun by peter  octet. Check it out if you dare.
I have many songs qued up from your list for next week. Noon to 2 pst. BFF.fm on your internet
dial. Tune in, tune out.
Why did it take me this long to turn on to free form jazz? No matter, doing it now. And to think it
started with a youtube clip of sunny Murray.
Chris Bidle10:50 AM (4 hours ago)
Peter brotzmann octet

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

11:23 AM (3 hours ago)
to Chris
machine gun is great.
have you heard Last Exit?
Brotzmann, Sonny Sharrock, Bill Laswell & Ronald Shannon Jackson
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_nt7rOHA5c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dzG9M6avrm8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66MJ-KOFBFQ
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Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

12:05 PM (3 hours ago)
to Chris
Sam Rivers
http://www.rivbea.com/
Studio Rivbea
http://www.npr.org/blogs/ablogsupreme/2012/01/06/144333414/what-i-learned-from-sam-rivers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9fwtNs7zzWE

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=wildflowers+new+york+loft+jazz+sessions

http://www.bb10k.com/RIVERS.disc.html

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:51 PM (1 hour ago)
2:53 PM (22 minutes ago)
to Chris
Bill Dixon

http://www.scaruffi.com/history/jazz15a.html

October Revolution in Jazz, 1964
Jazz Composer's Guild

Bill Shoemaker: The October Revolution in Jazz is arguably the most seminal jazz concert
series ever held. Organized by Bill Dixon in 1964, it was a comprehensive four-day survey of
jazz's cutting edge, including Cecil Taylor, Jimmy Guiffre, Andrew Hill, Sheila Jordan, Steve
Lacy, etc. ad infinitum. It gave birth to the Jazz Composers Guild, which paved the way for the
Jazz Composers Orchestra Association, New Music Distribution Service, and a plethora of
artist-produced recordings and concert series. It marked the beginning of the Golden Era of
do-it-yourself jazz culture in the U.S.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q69yJhGH3MI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJLWAWCxTDU
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6DZ4PbfzhNk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-tJJZMPzeJ4

http://www.pointofdeparture.org/PoD30/PoD30BillDixon.html

http://www.villagevoice.com/2011-07-13/music/bill-dixon-s-dance-notation/

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

2:53 PM (21 minutes ago)
to Chris
Black Artists Group
http://www.allaboutjazz.com/poets-of-action-the-saint-louis-black-artists-group-1968-1972-part-1
-4-by-benjamin-looker.php#.VFkpAvnF-n0

Julius Hemphill
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z70ZSp2JOaM

Oliver Lake
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ONowQwomBzs

Hamiet Bluiett
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FeC2m0K0B40

Luther Thomas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4hJ1OFu6mRM

Baikida Carroll
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0HDt6rSXOs

Joseph Bowie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhdQ7vz9CuI
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Charles "Bobo" Shaw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eRS0G9uA4l0

Human Arts Ensemble
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=235mUk7C7d8

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Francis Davis: "[Our] relationship has provided not only a performance situation of increased
dimensions, but also for a laboratory for exchange, experimentation, teaching, and a means to
extend into areas inaccessible to [us] as individual artists," Judith Dunn asserted in her
unsigned liner note to Intents. "This work situation has eliminated the gap between rehearsal
and performance," the dancer and choreographer continued, presumably speaking for Dixon as
well. "The performance, while special, is no longer the climax of the total working existence. The
quality, concentration, energy, and attention remain equal whether the moment is called
rehearsal or performance."

Dunn's impact on Dixon's compositional methods may have been considerable, although jazz
parochialism means one must look for evidence of that relationship in recent books like Danielle
Goldman's I Want to Be Ready: Improvised Dance as a Practice of Freedom and Melinda
Buckwalter's Composing While Dancing: An Improviser's Companion, and not on the music
shelf. From their earliest performances together under the aegis of the Judson Dance Theater in
1965 to the class they taught jointly at Bennington College in the early '70s, Dixon's artistic
partnership with Dunn endured longer than any of his bands. Still, I'm guessing that bit about
rehearsal being a defining experience independent of performance came straight from Dixon,
because it smacks of a compensatory logic common among '60s avant-gardists for whom an
audience remained a long-range goal.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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PATRICK JARENWATTANANON:
from What I Learned From Sam Rivers

Putting musicians in charge often results in unique experiences.
Sam Rivers is known as an influential participant of "the loft scene," an idea defined largely
around the lower Manhattan loft dwellings used as performance/gallery venues in the 1970s.
One such loft was Rivers' Studio Rivbea, a space that doubled as a home for his family. (The
"bea" in Rivbea comes from Beatrice, his wife and business partner of many years.) Rivers set
up Rivbea as an environment where musicians could rehearse, experiment, form partnerships
and generally do the essential behind-the-scenes activities that musicians don't get paid for but
need to do. It allowed for great art a commercial marketplace would not have supported, as
evidenced in performances, recordings, festivals and interdisciplinary exhibitions from Rivbea
and places like it — not to mention the many musicians who can testify to the loft community
being crucial to their professional development. And of course, it is no coincidence that Rivers
left us so many great recordings in the '70s (notably on Impulse, among several smaller labels):
His very apartment was a hub of creative activity.

Free improvisation doesn't have to be "difficult."
Sam Rivers could certainly improvise over melodies and chord changes, but also prided himself
on being able to improvise "freely," with minimal or zero predetermined guidelines. His
ensembles with bassist Dave Holland often exemplified this idea. Because it is necessarily
abstract, and often dissonant in common practice, this sort of music is sometimes thought of as
abstruse. Sam Rivers sometimes came at you with that archetypal fire — but there was a readily
identifiable logic to it. Sometimes he would fall into a funk or bebop beat as an anchor.
Sometimes he would intrigue you with texture: Tenor sax, pizzicato bass and drum sticks one
moment could become flute, arco bass and cloth mallets the next. Sometimes, relying on a
deep understanding of music theory, he would create moments of tender lyricism or harmonic
depth. If you gave him, say, five minutes, Sam Rivers' bands would give you "a way into" the
music, something to center your listening comprehension, something to make "difficult" music
inviting.

Good musicians exist in a lot of different places.
In the early 1990s, Rivers moved to the Orlando, Fla. area. It was warm, for one — having lived
through Boston and New York winters for decades, he was happy to escape — but more
importantly, he discovered that the local theme parks employed a lot of high-quality musicians.
Word quickly spread that Sam Rivers was new to town, and it wasn't long that he had a big
band to write for and perform with regularly. In later interviews, he sometimes talked about the
epiphany he had upon moving away from New York: that creative, top-flight players were to be
found all over the map. (I remember talking to Rivers about a few Australian musicians he was
newly impressed with, the names of whom now escape me.) That's a lesson I try to keep at the
forefront of my mind. New York City may have the highest concentration of good jazz players,
but it certainly has no monopoly on people who can make deeply affecting improvised music —



and it would be terrible if it did.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

from the Studio Rivbea website:

Over the years Sam Rivers has composed a myriad of scribbles, musical phrases, technically
difficult, twists, turns and whatever ideas he would conceive similar to an exercise in free
association. Thematic material, which he estimates; will take at least a decade to expand into
compositions ranging from 5 to 50 minutes. Through habit and as a mental exercise, he
composed at least a page a day through a speed process of 15 minutes to a half an hour.

Sam Rivers’ entire life has entailed being an improviser, principle soloist and solo performer. His
musical thoughts are transferred to paper in the same way that he improvises. He writes down
improvisations as if he is performing a spontaneous creative composition.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

http://www.bb10k.com/RIVERS.disc.html

The Sam Rivers Sessionography

Sam Rivers: Visiting Artist, World Music Program, Wesleyan University, Middletown, CT

[Down Beat August 19, 1971 p.11]

71.00.00 (4) - Sam Rivers and the Harlem Ensemble: Joe Gardner, Olu Dara, Ted Daniels, and
Don Mcintosh (tp), Grachan Moncur, Dick Griffin, David Haroom, and Jack Jeffers (trombones),
Ed Perry (frh), Bill Davis (tuba), Sam Rivers (ts, ss, fl, p), Paul Jeffries (cl), Harvey Lesene (ss),
Rene McLean and Carlos Ward (as), Roland Alexander and Dave Young (ts), Kenny Rodgers
(baritone sax), Fred Kelly (flute), Hakim Jami (b), Warren Smith and Wilson Moorman (dr), Juma
(cga) / Wesleyan University Chapel, Middletown, CT
[Down Beat October 28 1971 p.33, review by Bill Cole:]

"...this concert was in jeopardy because of non-communication and general uncooperativeness

http://www.bb10k.com/RIVERS.disc.html
http://www.bb10k.com/RIVERS.disc.html


by those representng the University. The money for the concert had not been secured until the
Tuesday before the Saturday concert, which for Wesleyan is unusual. A request by Rivers for
advance money to pay for the bus was denied. In fact, he wasn't notified about the money until
Thursday, when he took the initiative to call to see what was happening. Food was supplied for
the band when they arrived but they had to eat in one of the dormitory lounges, most of them
sitting on the floor. When they arrived the chapel was completely closed, the piano was locked,
no music stands were on the stage (which was entirely too small for a 25-piece band), and none
of the amplifying equipment had been set up.

In other words, none of the courtesies afforded any other music performers on the campus were
available to this band. But Rivers was determined to have his new work premiered.

The piece is called Shades. It was introduced by a procession of the musicians entering the
chapel ringing bells and playing an assortment of percussion instruments. Rivers was the last to
enter. Bedecked in a long, elegant white robe with black trim, he resembled a soothsayer...
When percussionists Moorman, Smith, and Jami readied themselves and began playing, Rivers
emotionally recited a poem by Yusef Rahman, All Praise to Allah, while the other musicians
moved onto the crowded platform. ...Rivers picked up his tenor and the musical extravaganza
began. The material seemed to be in four parts... about 90 percent of the music was
improvisation with Rivers juxtaposing his lines against the full band, then a section, then another
individual player, and then the percussion. The energy level... was incredibly high and it was
sustained for the hour and 45 minutes it lasted... The stage area was so small that every time
someone would move, music parts would fall off the stands and microphones would be hit... ...at
the end I was exhilarated. And I wasn't the only one, the whole chapel seemed to burst at the
seams, as if it hadn't heard anything like that in its entire history..."

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Benjamin Looker:  The atmosphere in St. Louis at the time of BAG's formation was not
particularly receptive to the new sounds being explored by Lake, Hemphill, and their musical
comrades. Lake describes the lack of new-jazz venues and audiences as part of the impetus for
forming the Black Artists' Group: "In St. Louis, it was about doing it or nothing would happen. If
we wanted to get exposure for what we were doing, the only way to do it was to make it happen
ourselves. Once we did realize that, things happened for us, we were really successful in St.
Louis." Hemphill concurs regarding BAG's interest in taking a proactive promotional role, saying,
"In the '60s, there was a lot of interest in exploring unfamiliar territory, in putting on concerts
instead of waiting for someone else to do it, in playing in places other than clubs." Members of
BAG actively promoted their own productions in response to the lack of established



performance venues.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Saxophonist Oliver Lake’s unique career path includes working with Lou Reed, A Tribe Called
Quest, Bjork, composing for the Brooklyn Philharmonic and as long time member of the
avant-garde jazz group World Saxophone Quartet. This genre-defying, wide-ranging and
cross-pollinating creativity is a consequence of Lake’s musical roots in the radical Black Arts
Movement of 1960s Afro-America.
Oliver Lake’s career began in a creatively charged time and place. In the late 1960s, Lake
alongside Julius Hemphill and Charles ‘Bobo’ Shaw, co-founded The Black Artists Group (BAG),
the St Louis-based equivalent to Chicago’s Art Ensemble of Chicago/Association for the
Advancement of Creative Musicians collective.
Out of this BAG collective came many other variant groups and arts projects which included The
Human Arts Ensemble, Red Black & Green Solidarity Unit, Onawali Dancers, Malinque Rhythm
Tribe, BAG Drama Dept., Great Black Music Orchestra of St. Louis, Fire-Earth-Air-Water, Me
We & Them and the Julius Hemphill Quartet.
The first recordings from Oliver Lake and the Black Artist Group collective, true to keeping with
the era’s radicalism, self-definition and economical empowerment value system, kept a wide
birth from the mainstream music industry and were released on the private pressing record
label, Universal Justice, self-distributed at concerts and events.
In 1971, after appearing on two collective projects by The Human Art Ensemble and Children of
The Sun, Oliver Lake recorded his own debut album Ntu: The Point From Which Creation
Begins, self-financed for release on his own Passin Thru’ record company. However, shortly
afterwards the tape of this album was put in storage, as Lake and the other BAG members
headed off to Europe in the path of The Art Ensemble of Chicago and other free jazz
African-American musicians, many of whom were finding a new open-minded audience across
the Atlantic.
Ntu: The Point From Which Creation Begins remained unreleased until 1976 when an
association with major label Arista/Freedom issued a number of Lake and the Black Artists
Group’s early releases and unreleased tapes. Long unavailable, this album has now itself
become a rarity.
Heavily progressive, rhythmical and intense, the album features Lake alongside an all-star cast
of St. Louis’s finest radical, avant-garde and deep jazz musicians which includes Joe Bowie
(Lester’s brother, who also later formed Defunkt and worked with James White and The Blacks),
Don Moye (on loan from the Art Ensemble of Chicago), and regulars such as Charles Bobo
Shaw.
Lake returned from Europe to live in New York in the second-half of the 1970s to firmly
ensconce himself in the emerging Loft Jazz scene, which soon became the dominant
avant-garde movement of this era, and Lake an intrinsic member. At this time Lake also formed
the World Saxophone Quartet alongside Julius Hemphill, Hamiet Bluiett and David Murray,



which continues it’s own radical path to this day.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

to Chris
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Globe_Unity_Orchestra

Globe Unity was formed in autumn 1966 with a commission received by Alexander von
Schlippenbach from the Berlin Jazz Festival.[1] It had its debut at the Berliner Philharmonieon 3
November combining Gunter Hampel's quartet with Manfred Schoof' s quintet and Peter
Brötzmann's trio:[2] Hampel (bcl,fl); Willem Breuker (bs,ss); Schoof (tp) with Gerd Dudek (ts);
Alexander von Schlippenbach (p); Buschi Niebergall (b) and Jaki Liebezeit (d) on one side,
Brötzmann (saxophones), Peter Kowald (b, tuba), Sven-Åke Johansson (d) on the other.

During the next years this core group was completed by other European and American
musicians: Johannes Bauer (tb), Anthony Braxton (as, cl), Willem Breuker (ts), Rüdiger Carl (as,
ts), Günter Christmann (tb), Gunter Hampel (bcl), Toshinori Kondo (tp), Steve Lacy (ss), Paul
Lovens (drums), Paul Lytton (drums), Albert Mangelsdorff (tb), Evan Parker (ss, ts), Michel Pilz
(bcl, cl, bars), Ernst-Ludwig Petrowsky (as, cl, fl), Enrico Rava (tp), Paul Rutherford (tb), Heinz
Sauer (ss, ts), Bob Stewart (tuba), and Kenny Wheeler(tp).

Globe Unity Orchestra
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5KodfbAkJ8

Alexander von Schlippenbach & Sam Rivers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=skPt1Oozps8

Gunter Hampel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fykWJfldk78

Gunter Hampel Group + Jeanne Lee
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jfAFeVVo_8Y

Paul Lovens / Paul Rutherford
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a2xerN0PDNE

Paul Lovens/Pul Lytton
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGe_gp1XF9w

Evan Parker
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=upf62DJ9-Gc
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Cecil Taylor, Evan Parker, Barry Guy, Tony Oxley
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4K8kCOEK-o

Steve Lacy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UX-P5iJmUek

Anthony Braxton
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LwNt7sHZaXY
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of school war travel
to Chris
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Association_for_the_Advancement_of_Creative_Musicians

Muhal Richard Abrams
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uEnCwynaqiA

Muhal Richard Abrams & Malachi Favors
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qBy8_ZbktzQ

Phil Cohran
http://www.allmusic.com/album/on-the-beach-mw0000339937
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qLkj0yNay1g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYaLAKP2h40
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NT3E-sgpwMQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdeK1Ca3c6U

http://www.redbullmusicacademy.com/magazine/philip-cohran-guide
“We didn’t have any models, so we had to create our own language. It was based on sound,”
Cohran told John Szwed for his book Space Is the Place: The Lives and Times of Sun Ra. “You
had to think space, to expand beyond the earthly plane – that’s why everyone was so creative.”

Steve McCall (with Amiri Baraka & David Murray)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W2i8Wg-U9YU

AIR (Steve McCall, Fred Hopkins, Henry Threadgill) with Amiri Baraka
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehRSCQn38Ho

Chico Freeman
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buFUP2LvK2s

Wadada Leo Smith & Jack DeJohnette
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TG3nxgoqbl4

Wadada Leo Smith ("workshop") in 4 parts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jw05CdJPPTc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laEAwEisPzg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8WIOClwW0gw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lFsoaGZNp0Q

Yo Miles! (Wadada Leo Smith & Henry Kaiser)
https://archive.org/details/YoMiles
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http://www.wadadaleosmith.com/pages/interviews_jazztimes.html

When you match our music up and you play them right side by side with jazz, they stand out as
un-jazz. If you talk to the players that play what they define as jazz from that tradition, they don't
see us as playing jazz. And if you look at some of the writers who write about this music, they
don't see us as playing jazz, even though they write about us as being jazz.
There is kind of a heavy penalty that somehow doesn't give us the chance to say exactly what it
is that we do. It's a political penalty. For example, the European players who came out and said
they were playing free improvisation, nobody balked at them at all. Everybody writes about them
in terms of free improvisation. No one put them in the jazz community. But when it comes to an
American who happened to be African-American, they lump them in there. What is this thing? I
don't know what it is except I think it's a political move. Maybe it used to be based around
marketing, but now it's not based around that at all.

Anthony Braxton, Wadada Leo Smith, Leroy Jenkins
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V_XJUTCLyMI

The Revolutionary Ensemble
Leroy Jenkins, Sirone, Jerome Cooper
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0RudEQRziA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9AqsR91zgeM

George Lewis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cd44vTL4Qc8

Anthony Braxton & George Lewis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nV8KGHYSTa4

Derek Bailey, George Lewis, John Zorn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zfVOQ0U9iQ8

George Lewis
Improvising Tomorrow's Bodies: The Politics of Transduction
http://www.hemi.nyu.edu/journal/4.2/eng/en42_pg_lewis.html

With Ryle, I felt some support for my overall view of improvisation, which can be described (if
not defined) as exploration, discovery and response to conditions, part of a ubiquitous human
practice of real-time analysis, generation, manipulation, exchange, and transformation of
meaning, mediated by (among other factors) the body, history, temporality, space, memory,
intention, material culture, and diverse methodologies. My claim is that improvisation is
fundamental to the existence and survival of every human formation, from the individual to the
community, through the postnational body to the species itself.
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If we can conclude that improvisation is the ubiquitous practice of everyday life, a primary
method of meaning exchange in any interaction, we could go further in suggesting that an
improvisative orientation could well be transformative to the hybrid discipline of performance
studies—although it would probably be an error to presume that we can begin our retheorization
of improvisation by constructing the practice as a subspecies of performance, except to the
extent that performance itself is a condition of being in the world. On this view, if anything,
improvisation’s ubiquity becomes the modality through which performance is articulated.

Roscoe Mitchell
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eb0-58x_cus

Roscoe Mitchell interview
http://www.furious.com/perfect/roscoemitchell.html

Lester Bowie / Amina Claudine Myers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZ4WzYnI0qQ

Joseph Jarman
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PL4FnEu7Hn4

Art Ensemble of Chicago
People in Sorrow complete
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PMcRuh8O74
BAP-TIZUM complete
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m32ajzD5pRA
Live, Chateauvallon, 1970
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NSNbFxtdEdY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OI7Qn8G2dg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0rNJwQJKPuQ

Fred Anderson, Billy Brimfield, Larry Hayrod, Hamid Drake (1980)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vtpIHvRS-xE

Fred Anderson, Hamid Drake, Kidd Jordan, William Parker (1999)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bmALQA1RbO4

Fred Anderson, Harrison Bankhead, Hamid Drake (2006)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zFh115q4df0

When the Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians first began to develop as a
school in the '60s they faced a Chicago aesthetic that demanded danceable tunes, strong
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rhythm, and an assertive, almost rough, sound. Even Sun Ra knew how far out not to go in
Chicago, and his wondrous space jams were yet to come when he moved to New York. All the
more remarkable then, that the AACM was able to pull together everything that Chicago had to
offer -- blues, swing, church music, comedy routines, bebop, marches, church picnic spirit,
classical experimentation -- and bring it together in a music that broke all the rules. It was a style
too diverse to define: soft, loud, folky, and abstract; unafraid to borrow from the world's
resources, but always very different from any other city's music; they were eager to explore
instruments and cultures of every kind, and yet had great respect for their own musical past.
If this undefinable and diverse music of the AACM has any parallel aesthetic, it's what we call
jazz has become today. (John Szwed, 2011).

11.05.2014

http://jumasarchive.com/

“July 8, 1973: This day should be dedicated to all of the musicians who dedicated their lives to
music. This includes all of the greatly known and unknown innovators of the past, the present,
and the future.
All should come together and make a joyous sound of love and peace…”
Juma Sultan’s planning notebook for the 1973 New York Musicians Jazz Festival.

The sounds–joyous and otherwise–that Juma Sultan called for on that summer day in ’73 arose
during one of the least documented and most misunderstood eras of 20th Century progressive
music: the so-called “Loft Era” of American Jazz. With its roots in the 1960’s avant garde, the
Loft Era emerged during the early 1970’s in venues such as Studio We, Studio Rivbea, Artist’s
House, The Ladies Fort, Ali’s Alley, and Studio WIS.

http://www.nyu.edu/library/bobst/research/fales/DowntownMusic/cherches8.html

Peter Cherches: Jazz critic Gary Giddins denies that there is any style of music that one could
call "loft jazz," stating that "Loft jazz is any jazz played in a loft."[2]  For practical purposes,
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however, one can identify certain elements that characterize a great deal of the music
performed at the lofts in the 'seventies. It was clearly music that fell outside the jazz
mainstream, carrying forward the legacy of 'sixties free jazz but informed by other strains. The
musicians continued to eschew the popular-song harmonic foundation of bebop while often
foregrounding the blues elements that were somewhat more subliminal in much of free jazz.
Rhythmically, some of the music began to incorporate influences of funk, African and
Afro-Caribbean music, alongside the more abstract free-jazz foundation. Most important,
however, was the infusion of a critical mass of new blood. In the first half of the decade a
number of extremely talented musicians arrived in New York from vital scenes in the Midwest
and on the West Coast: Chicago's A.A.C.M. (Association for the Advancement of Creative
Musicians), the Black Artists Group (B.A.G.) of St. Louis, and the circle of the charismatic and
influential Los Angeles pianist-composer Horace Tapscott. Many of these musicians would
become major forces both in the downtown lofts and the international jazz scene in years to
come, among them Oliver Lake, Julius Hemphill and Hamiet Bluiett (St. Louis), Anthony
Braxton, Leroy Jenkins and Henry Threadgill (Chicago), and David Murray and Arthur Blythe
(Los Angeles). These musicians brought, among other things, an interest in incorporating free
playing within more complex compositional structures.

In addition to Sam Rivers' Studio Rivbea, other key Soho and Noho venues included: Ali's Alley,
run by drummer Rashied Ali, a veteran of the John Coltrane quartet; pianist John Fischer's
Environ; and The Ladies' Fort, run by singer Joe Lee Wilson, just down the street from Studio
Rivbea. Studio We was on Eldridge Street, on the Lower East Side, and percussionist Warren
Smith's Studio WIS and The Brook were located in Chelsea. Other venues that occasionally
featured the same musicians included the Tin Palace, a club at Bowery and 2nd Street,
Jazzmania Society, a loft in the East 20s, and La Mama theatre on East 4th.

http://www.bb10k.com/RSS.html#Wildflowers

Vladimir Simosko: Studio Rivbea's Spring Music Festival 1976 could not be considered an
unqualified success, since the atmosphere lent by the circumstances of the open recording
session and long delays between sets seemed excessive and may have been responsible for
the less than fully inspired performances given by several of the groups. However, it must stand
as a historic event in presenting so many vital, current musicians together, playing for the most
part what can only be identified as creative music of the mid-1970's, being recorded for LP
issue. More and more LPs of contemporary creative music have been appearing recently, and if
this series of recordings is released as planned, much will have been accomplished in defining
the state of the art in the mid-1970's and bringing greater exposure to both the younger
musicians and the established but still underexposed pioneers of the contemporary scene. Now,
it remains to wait for the records planned for release from these sessions to learn whether that
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promise is fulfilled.

http://www.50milesofelbowroom.com/articles/72-william-parker.html

William Parker: 1977 is when the funding began. Right after the musicians got the funding,
Douglas Records came in and recorded their Wildflowers series around that time at Studio
Rivbea. By then things were set up and we had to go to the next level, beginning to get write
ups, record companies, and beginning to go to Europe, so the loft scene died out.

But also what happened was the music started to polarize itself to certain geographical locations
in the city. It was moving out of its communities, because instead of me staying in the Bronx, I
came to Manhattan. So if I had stayed in the Bronx, I would've had to start a music community
there. I would've had to start a club, a workshop, and orchestras, and have people from
Manhattan come up and play. For me it was like, well, I didn't have a car and all the music was
down here. The musicians were down here [and] it was cheap to live down here. You could get
an apartment for $65, so all the musicians were coming down to the Lower East Side. It was
convenient. The clubs were down here. So eventually it got it out of the communities and it sort
of drained down to a certain location, away from the people. People question why there's no
black audience for this music - we lost the support of the community. We drained the music out
of the community. We lost contact with them. We weren't there on those hot summer days to do
an outdoor concert. There was the Jazzmobile, but basically you needed a club in the
community, where every night there's a concert, 52 weeks out of the year, for 10-20 years,
establish it, then you have an audience. But we took the music out of the community and it
drained down to the Lower East Side.

William Parker: There was some sort of fallout from the Sound Unity Festival because a lot of
people didn't understand the concept, they wanted more than $100. They also felt a little
jealous, here comes Peter Kowald, "German cat comin' to New York thinkin' he owns New York
and takin' over the music . . ." That might have been a little fuel for us to start the Lower East
Side Music Festival, which was done by myself, Jemeel Moondoc, Butch Morris I think was on
the committee, Roy Campbell, a few other people, I can't remember everybody. So we rented
C.U.A.N.D.O. and we did a small festival. We did two of those and they were successful on a
small level. No funding at all, but again, it was a political thing. We're doing our own Lower East
Side festival by musicians. We don't need outside help. So by 1988 when we did the second
Sound Unity Festival, the attitude was a lot better amongst the musicians. There was less
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distrust.
[The] What is Jazz [festival] came right after Sound Unity in 1988. But it takes more than money
and doing it to have a good feeling at a festival. [You need to be] treating musicians nicely and
having a nice vibration at the space where you're playing to have a successful festival.

Charles Tyler, Saga of The Outlaws (@Studio Rivbea)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uamH4soYLOE

Arthur Blythe In Concert (@The Brook)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nozJzhwW0SY

Hamiet Bluiett (@The Ladies' Fort)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ec8m_dxjWU4

David Murray (@The Ladies' Fort)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZr7g8tJ3yo

Rashied Ali / Leroy Jenkins
Swift Are The Winds of Life (Survival Records, 1975)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0w7-fYg2MXQ

Jemeel Moondoc - Muntu Ensemble
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQZTJkckf0M

http://www.organissimo.org/forum/index.php?/topic/73569-loft-jazz-recommendations/

http://www.jazzdiscography.com/Labels/indianav.htm

Leroy Jenkins Solo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uRkHevaGwks
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William Parker: I was rehearsing at 151 Avenue B, and I met Peter Kowald over there. It was
1980, '81. I knew about him because I heard him on a record by Karl Berger. We talked and I
invited him over to my house, 141 1st Avenue, and we played some bass duets. He invited me
over to play in my first FMP festival in 1982. So we became friends and colleagues in the music.
I guess what happened was that Peter came over in 1984, he had gotten a grant to be an
artist-in-residence in New York for a year. He had also met this artist, A. R. Penck, who wanted
to do a music festival and would provide the funding. So we had a meeting because you can't
just be someone from Germany, come into New York with money, and expect to pull something
off because by that time all the mass paranoia had set in with musicians, from being ripped off.
Mostly black musicians were being ripped off by record producers, the usual thing, club owners,
musicians ripped themselves off sometimes. You also had people who were just kind of worn
out about living in America, which also makes you paranoid.

So in order to facilitate the idea, Peter needed help. He didn't know musicians, so he needed a
crew. So the one person became a "we". Daniel Carter's wife Marilyn [Sontag] thought of the
name Sound Unity. We sort of collectively figured out things. The Sound Unity Festival was
going to be the beginning of an organization of self-determination. The key thing was that we
weren't doing a leader concept; everyone was gonna get paid $100. We're paying musicians as
individuals, not as groups, even though people played in groups.

October Revolution in Jazz 1964
New York Musicians Jazz Festival 1973
Studio Rivbea's Spring Music Festival 1976
Sound Unity Festivals 1984 & 1988
Vision Festival 1996 -

Vision Festival Mission Statement
Arts for Art, Inc. is a multicultural, artist-initiated and artist-run organization whose purpose is to
build awareness and understanding of avantjazz and related expressive movements. Our
principal activities are the presentation of cutting edge music, multi-discipline performances, and
the exhibition of visual arts installations. Arts for Art, is devoted to the presentation of
experimental American music from an Afro-American perspective and traditions. Avantjazz is a
direct outgrowth of jazz, historically an African-American music. It has gone world wide and
gained audience and artists from all cultures. Our programming is multi-racial, reflecting this
development of avantjazz into a multi-cultural art form. Yet we respect and encourage the roots
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of this music, which are essentially black.

GIOVANNI RUSSONELLO
http://www.npr.org/blogs/ablogsupreme/2014/06/25/324877189/the-future-of-intense-art-a-free-j
azz-event-looks-forward

In 1994, Nicholson Parker spearheaded the formation of the Improvisers Collective, which held
weekly shows that always began with presentations and performances, and ended as group
improvisations. She tried to lay down a communal approach to the collective's management, but
found herself doing almost all the work. It folded after two years, and in 1996 the Parkers
refocused on starting a single annual event. The first Vision Fest was held that year, and it's run
consistently ever since.

"I'm the chief cook and bottle washer, and I can't do that anymore. If that's how it's going to be,
the festival is going to come to an end — but I think we'll be able to transition," she told me
during a recent interview at the couple's East Village apartment. "This is a kind of intense music
that's about pushing your edges and living your life according to ideals. That's the same impulse
as it is to be a resistance worker, and I think we need to spread it."

Four years ago, William Parker started giving music lessons at Campos Plaza, a housing
development on the Lower East Side. Arts for Art's education program has kept growing:
Weekly classes at Campos now run for the full school year, and a handful of affiliated musicians
work with teachers throughout the city to help them bring free improvisation into their lessons.

Last fall, Nicholson Parker launched the Under_Line Series, a monthly concert and discussion
group aimed at engaging young adults in conversations around the music. (The hangs have
been small, but they seem to hold promise as a think tank toward future action.) Each week, the
organization's year-round Evolving Music Series presents affordable, sample-platter concerts
with three varying bands.
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Wandering Visions take 2: History of the Vision Festival
by Steve Dalachinsky
http://www.acousticlevitation.org/wandering.html

Its roots go way back into jazz history.  Mingus's Newport Rebels in
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the 1960's.  Such organizations as The AACM out of Chicago and Black Artist's group from St.
Louis.  And here at home, the Loft Jazz scene with such venues as Sam Rivers' Studio Rivbea
that produced the famous Wildflowers sessions.  Studio We.  Environ.  Lady's Fort.  Rashied
Ali's Ali's Alley.  Ornette's Artist House on Prince Street.  The Sound Unity Festival in the
mid-80's.  The Stork Festival and Vision's direct parent, The Improvisers Collective in the early
'90s.

Patricia Nicholson Parker: Everyone Has A Vision
http://www.allaboutjazz.com/patricia-nicholson-parker-everyone-has-a-vision-by-john-sharpe.ph
p#.VFrwXPnF-n0

There are only two cliches about artists that I can think of that exist in America. One is "neurotic
or crazy" and the other is "starving." [laughs]. These are not good clichés. There are no positive
cliches. This is the way that art is treated and I do not want to support this concept of the
starving artist. I think it is just sick. There is this funny thing, where the city of New York is
building these spaces and they were offering to let people have the space on this empty pier to
have a festival there. And they weren't going to pay them anything. I was joking with someone
that maybe they can't afford to pay us, so maybe we should do a benefit for New York City
[laughs].
And then there is this festival called "Music New York." They are not only not paying the artists,
they are asking the artists to set up their own space and venue on the streets and the only thing
they are doing is publicizing the day's event. And they are saying "this is your chance to be
discovered." Typically they are asking that art supports everything and nobody wants to support
the arts. And the thing is, the artists don't understand well enough that they are important, they
are critical for the health of their communities at large. Here I'm getting off the subject of the
Vision Festival 'cause I'm really into the politics.

11.06.2014
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Henry Threadgill
The idea about the blues that's sometimes put forth in institutions and situations similar to what
institutions put out, that the Blues has some kind of strict formal structure - it does not. The
blues is an internal thing. If one ever really heard the blues, blues had no type of structure until
the Blues existed. That is, each piece presented its own development and own structure. It had
nothing to do with patterns that's often put forth, that the blues is some 12-bar form or
something like that. That's really not true. Not this type of blues. Maybe some type of blues
that's gotten to be popular among certain type of musicians. But the blues that I heard that was
played on the streets of Chicago and probably played in the country, in the Delta, that blues
could take any direction and any form at any time.
Gospel music was the same way. It was music that was improvised music. It had a starting
point, but you never knew exactly what was going to happen with this music. The blues was the
same way. You never knew what was going to happen with it. It was a spirit music, and the spirit
was the strongest part of the music. It had the direction of the music. The direction was through
the spirit, not so much through a lot of mental calculations and things of that nature. They would
more or less play it by the spirit of what they were doing.
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Let us summarize the principal characteristics of a rhizome: unlike trees or their roots, the
rhizome connects any point to any other point, and its traits are not necessarily linked to traits of
the same nature; it brings into play very different regimes of signs, and even nonsign states. The
rhizome is reducible to neither the One or the multiple. It is not the One that becomes Two or
even directly three, four, five etc. It is not a multiple derived from the one, or to which one is
added (n+1). It is comprised not of units but of dimensions, or rather directions in motion. It has
neither beginning nor end, but always a middle (milieu) from which it grows and which it
overspills. It constitutes linear multiplicities with n dimensions having neither subject nor object,
which can be laid out on a plane of coinsistency, and from which the one is always subtracted
(n-1). When a multiplicity of this kind changes dimension, it necessairly changes in nature as
well, undergoes a metamorphisis. Unlike a structure, which is defined by a set of points and
positions, the rhizome is made only of lines; lines of segmentarity and stratification as its
dimensions, and the line of flight or deterritorialization as the maximum dimension after which
the multiplicity undergoes metamorphosis, changes in nature. These lines, or ligaments, should
noty be confused with lineages of the aborescent type, which are merely localizable linkages
between points and positions...Unlike the graphic arts, drawing or photography, unlike tracings,
the rhizome pertains to a map that must be produced, constructed, a map that is always
detatchable, connectable, reversable, modifiable,, and has multiple entranceways and exits and
its own lines of flight.(see Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p. 21)

Adam Rothstein: The NSA dips into any data stream it can at its leisure, and the major ISPs
tighten their grip around the pipes and make network neutrality a distant dream. Overall, our
networks don't function as a rhizome or a mesh, but a neatly ordered pyramid. But if we are to
take Deleuze and Guattari at their word, the rhizome is not so much a steady state of being as it
is a way of moving, thinking, and acting. The branching, ad hoc, horizontal ruptures are not the
primary pattern of this century, but a way of reacting to the primary patterns of this century.
Power exists vertically, and artists and activists respond horizontally. If this century is Deleuzian,
and our networks are becoming like rhizomes, it not because they were already decentralized.
Rather, it it is because they now must be, in order to survive.
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Dan Ouellette Interview with Henry Threadgill (1998)
Several years ago Threadgill loaded his Very Very Circus ensemble into a bus and did a
cross-country tour. Along the way, the bus stopped in small towns and performed free sets of
Threadgill's exacting music in town squares and parks. "You grab people's attention by doing
something as audacious as that," he explains. "People were curious. They just stood there
waiting to see what would happen next. A crowd draws a crowd, so before we knew it we
attracted large audiences. And people stayed. Now that's what I was hoping for. They accepted
the challenge without even knowing they were being challenged. They were curious enough to
check out a style of music they wouldn't have dared to listen to. We just threw it on the table for
them. No tickets. No previews. No reviews. Just, all of a sudden, food on the table, which they
could taste without feeling threatened. And the people there got engaged. I'm sure not everyone
liked it, but some digested it while hopefully others went away feeling a little less scared to listen
to something different."
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